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’Parkinson’s Law’ Author Begins
Visiting Scholar Stay on Monday
"Work expands so as to fill the
time available for its completion,"
says Prof. C. Northcote Parkinson
in his world-famous book, "Parkinson’s Law." He will be on campus Monday and Tuesday, as fall
Visiting Scholar.
In his two-day stay at SJS, Prof.
Parkinson will make a combined
visit to political science, business
and industrial design classes on
Monday, tour the campus, and
wind up the day with a lecture in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, the distinguished anti
humorous scholar will visit hu.
rnanities and tutorials classes, and
attend an open lunch for students,

followed by a question and answer
period.
Prof. Parkinson is also the author of "In-Laws and Outlaws," a
book which explores corporate
climbing thr ough such devious
methods as marrying the boss’s
daughter, and "The Law and the
Profits," which delves into the reasons why expenses rise to meet
(and even surpass) income. The
professor explains these findings
in his lectures, as well as such
related items as the cocktail party
method of personnel selection, how
to manage land mis-manage) your
personal finances, and how he
discovered his now-famous laws.

His latest book, "A Law Unto
Themselves," was published Oct.
1, 1966.
In addition to the above-mentioned books, he is the author of
many highly-respected volumes on
historical and political subjects, including "The Evolution of Political Thought," and "East and
West." He has written numerous
scholarly articles for such publications as Harpers, The Reporter,
The New York Times Magazine
Section, The London Economist
(where Parkinson’s Law first appeared), The National Review, The
Encyclopedia Britannica, Human
Events and Punch. He also has
made numerous appearances on
radio and TV.

Pres. Clark Asks Respect
In SJS Student Dialogue President’s
On the SJS campus we demand and receive the right to
explore all ideas freely, and to make personal commitments to our
ideals. The necessary rules and regulations, with which we are
familiar and with which we are sometimes impatient, in fact support these purposes.
In return for our academic freedom, we are obligated to
conduct our verbal explorations into areas of controversy in a
responsible manner, to demonstrate by conspicuous success in
two-way communication the superiority of reason and good will
over the forces of ignorance and prejudice. Because the equilibrium of fruitful dialogue is so delicate a balance, every student
must take special care to express himself with propriety and to
manifest respect for the ideas, feelings and rights of others.
Specifically I wish to emphasize the importance of remembering, in the heat of natural and healthy excitement, the importance of protecting our ongoing instructional program from
noise intereference,of protecting our lawns and grounds from
crowd damage, of keeping our dialogues content-centered, and
of affording official visitors to the campus respect and a fair
hearing.
A special committee of students and faculty, the Student
Council, and the Academic Council are all engaged specifically
in the attempt to improve our machinery for self-government.
Individual students and faculty have been invited to participate,
through the appropriate council or committee, in the review of
our present rules.
I should hope that the outcome of this self study will be the
development of acceptable regulations, of more clearly defined
executive functions, of improved judicial processes, all designed
not simply for the smooth functioning of student government,
but for the encouragement and protection of the entire academic community in its exploration of ideas.
I call upon every member of the college community to protect his own right of free expression by respecting the rights
of others.
ROBERT D. CLARK
Nov. 2, 1966

ASB Probe
Set Today

from the average, apathetic student, who has neither time for
nor interest in student government,
but may have personal views concerning its operations.
During three weeks of open
hearings, the faculty-student group
has heard testimony from such
present ASH luminaries as Jerry
Spotter, president, Vic Lee, vice
president, Ira Meltzer, attorney
general and Phil Whitten, graduate
representative.
Last Friday former ASB president John Hendricks appeared and
lashed out at the Spartan Daily,
voicing his opposition to the "free,
uncontrolled press" which now exists on campus.

By LINDA TUNG
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS will return to the days of
flapper skirts, racoon coats, and
straw hats today as the Homecoming Committee presents DressNo. 33 up Day.
Students and faculty are asked
by the committee to dress up in
the costumes of the 1920s in conjunction with this year’s Homecoming theme, "Roarin’ Twenties."
"We have Dress -up Day each
year to create a lot more spirit,"
said Bill Honey, Homecoming
chairman.
An all-campus reception in honor
of Emeritus Prof. William Poytress, Homecoming Parade grand
marshal, will be held this morning
from 11-12 in HEl. Free coffee and
refreshments will be served.
The reception will offer an opportunity for all students, regardless of affiliation, to meet members of the faculty and administrators.

HENRI HONEGGER, Swiss cellist, will present Bach’s Suites for
Unaccompanied Violoncello in G Major, No. I, in C Minor, No. 5
and in C Major, No. 3 tonight in Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Cellist Performs Bach
In Concert Hall Tonight

A searching, far-ranging series
Swiss cellist Henri Honegger,
of open hearings conducted by the whose recitals have been likened
Commission on Student Govern- to a "great meal," will present
Bach’s Suites for Unaccompanied
ment resumes today at 2:30 in Violoncello in G major, No. 1; in C
A133.
minor, No. 5; and in C Major, No.
Appointed by Pres. Robert D. 3 at 8:15 tonight in Concert Hall.
Clark to "study the need for reThe Suites in D Minor, No. 2; in
vision of the ASB Constitution," E-flat Major, No. 4; and in D Mathe commission has broadened its ijor, No. 6, will be performed at the
same time and place Monday.
scope considerably, under the
Tickets may be obtained in the
chairmanship of graduate history Student Affairs Business Office for
student Joe Rynear, and consid- $1.50 to students for a single proered more radical action, such as gram and $2.50 for two. General
designing a completely new consti- admission is $2 for one program
and $3.50 for both. Proceeds will
tution, and abolishing the ASS al- benefit the SJS Music Department
together.
Scholarship Fund.
The 13 member body is presently
MUSICAL INSIGHT
soliciting criticisms of the ASB
The Irish, German, French and
Spanish dance suites were originally written by Bach for himself and
even today represent "the highest
challenge to a cellist’s technique
and musical insight," one critic
notes.
Jack Boyd, music critic with
the Telegraph Herald in Dubuque,
Iowa, commented in 1964, "When
you get down to a one-stringed
instrument, you have just about
reached the most absolute of music. There is none of the thunder
of a full brass section, no lushness of a full consort of strings,
no variety and pungency of percussion.
"Honegger realized this (in his

Dress-Up Day
Begins Festivities

performance) and used pure musicianship to sell the music. He
found variety where the audience
assumed there would be none, in
the occasionally tartness of an
open string and in the variation of
dynamics with the changes of
range."
FIRST CHAIR
The musician, who studied under
Pablo Casals, served under con
ductor Ernest Ansermet of the
Soisse Romande Orchestre in Geneva for 30 years. Honegger was
graduated from the back ranks of
the orchestra to the first chair
in one season. He stayed there
until his resignation two years ago.
"I will never return to orchestra playing, for it is too much of
a labor. Six hours of rehearsal a
day, month after month and year
after year is not for roe any
longer," he says.

’The Birds’
"The Binh,- Alfred Hitchcock’s
shocking supense film is tonight’s
Friday Flick, shown at 7 and 9:30
In Morris Dailey Auditorium. The
macabre thriller stars Rod Taylor
and Suzanne Pleshette. It was
filmed at Bodega Bay, along the
Northern California coast, in
color. "The Phantom Rider" serial
and a cartoon will accompany the
film.

BONFIRE RALLY
Prof. Poytress, Queen Suzi and
her court, song girls and cheer
leaders and representatives of the
Rally Committee will participate in
a Bonfire Rally at 7:30 tonight.
The annual event will be held at
the County Fairgrounds Parking
Lot No. 2, located at Tenth and
Tully Streets.
"Students, faculty and community are urged to park in Parking
Lot No. 1, since Lot No. 2 is reserved for the program," said Harlow Williams and Tim Fitzgerald,
co-chairmen of Bonfire Rally.
To begin his official duties as
Homecoming grand marshal, Prof.
William "Wild Bill" Poytress will
lead a cheer with yell leaders.
SJS pep band, composed of
members of Spartan Marching
Band, will provide music for the
pep rally.
Following the rally the Coachmen, a local rock ’n roll group,
will perform until 11:30 p.m. The
area around the bonfire will be
available for dancing. The Bonfire Rally is open to students, faculty and the community.
HOMECOMING PARADE
The Homecoming Parade will
step off at 10 o’clock tomorrow
morning from St. James Park.
Fifteen float units and several antique cars carrying Grand Marshal
Poytress, Queen Suzi Seydel and
her court, the Band Aides and song
and cheer leaders, will proceed to
the closed portion of Seventh
Street to the music of STS March-

Judge Demands
Open U.C. Records

BERKELEY (AP)The records
of student organizations at the
reUniversity of California
quired to be filed since controversy gripped the Berkeley campus in 1964 must be open to the
public, a judge ruled today.
The university set up new rules
requiring filing names of officers
and a statement of aims after the
1964 so-called Free Speech Movement. That controversy involved
whether an organization could collect funds on campus for such
causes as civil rights work in the
South.

ing Band and nine high school
marching bands.
KNTV; Channel 11, in cooperation with SJS Drama Department.
will broadcast the parade. The
parade route will pass the Speech
and Drama Building on San Fernando Street, where the television
cameras will be located. Cornmentators for parade coverage will
be Stu Park, KNTV announcer;
Mike Neufeld, Homecoming publicity chairman, and Joycelyn
Smith, SJS junior drama major.
At 12:30 p.m. tomorrow, a special pre-game show has been
planned for early au-rivers for the
SJS vs. University of Idaho ,football game.
Dixieland sounds of music will be
heard during the Homecoming pregame musical show by the Baja
Brass in the Spartan Stadium.
This band, originally formed to
duplicate the sounds of Herb Alpert’s Tijuana Brass Band, will
add some Dixieland music to keep
with the Homecoming’s Roarin’
Twenties theme.
During the pre-game sh ow,
which is set for 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.,
the 120-piece all male SJS Marching Band will also perform.
Twin drum majors Tom Candlish
and Glenn Ishiwata will precede
the band onto the field. The next
time they march onto the field will
be during the half-time show.
Kickoff for the University of
Idaho football game is set for 1:30
p.m. in Spartan Stadium. Following the gridiron contest the
SJS Alumni Association is sponsoring a no-host reception at the
San Jose Hyatt House.

Prof To Discuss
Soviet Psychology
After attending the 18th Congress
of Psychology in Moscow, Russia
this summer, Dr. John Kelly, associate professor of psychology, will
speak on "Collectivism and Psychology" tonight at 8 p.m. in HE1.
Presented by Psi Chi, national
honorary psychology society, Dr.
Kelly said his talk will explore
the "status of psychology in Russia."
Dr. Kelly traveled to the Soviet
Union last summer because of his
interest in the International Congress of Psychology, which is held
every three years in various countries throughout the world.
"The purpose of the meeting was
to bring together the thinkers and
researchers of psychology from different countries," Dr. Kelly stated.
Anyone interested is invited to
sit in on the discussion.

Co-Rec
Saturday’s Co-Bee has been cancelled. Students are encouraged to
participate in Homecoming celebrations instead.
Co-Rec will resume again on
Saturday, Nov. 12.
Co-Rec Volleyball Tournament
will be held next Wednesday at
7:30-10 p.m. in the Women’s Gym.
Individual registration forms can
be picked up from today to Nov.
7, in PER111 between 8 a.m.-12
noon, 1-3 p.m. Teams will be
formed on the tournament night.

SJS’ Class of 1900: The Times, They Were a Changin’
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
article in a three-part series describing the life of students in San
Jose Normal School’s class of 1900.)
By DON CAMPBF.LL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
What was going on in the world
at the turn of the century? Sixtysix years ago, when most of your
parents weren’t even born; when
"horseless carriages" vvere the exception; when no one had even
heard of atomic energy.
President McKinley had just been
reelected to his second term, with
Theodore Roosevelt as vice president.
The United States was getting
over the war with Spain and the
battles of Manila and San Juan
Hill.
The gieat nations of the world
had just adopted the open door
policy for China.
OIIMCIIIE

THE SECOND VERSION of what was to become SJS, this building was erected in 1882
after fire destroyed its precursor. This structure
was used until 1906 when if was torn down fol-

lowing the San Francisco earthquake. As the
San Jose Normal School, the building served to
prepare approximately 100 students at a time,
most of them women, for teaching careers.

Wilbur and Orville Wright were
in the business of repairing bicycles because only the birds Rcre
able to fly.
In 1900, San Jose Normal School
was 43 years old and was all but
unknown outside Santa Clara
County.

In 1900, the Class of 1900 was
only three and a half years old,
but carving a name for itself.
However, in the span of 66
years, San Jose Normal has
achieved the name of San Jose
State College. SJS, the third largest. institution for higher learning
in California, and the 19th largest
in the nation. The Class of 1900
has since become respected citizens and have all but been forgotten by the new generation of students and faculty.

of student life at the turn of the
century as they are today. These
nine men were never in doubt as
to whether they would have a
date for the weekend social, as the
remaining 87 students in the Class
of ’00 were women.
Every one of the students in the
Class of ’00 was interested in obtaining his or her degree in teaching. No other curricula was offered
at the school and thus everyone
enrolled had a common bond with
his fellow students. Each month
the school magazine, "The Normal
’NORM A LITES
Pennant" proudly announced the
The Class of 1900 had no idea placing of a recent graduate at a
of what Seventh Street was, or for secondary or primary school in
that matter, what Centennial Hall Northern California.
or even the Spartan Daily was.
MUCH PROGRESS
They weren’t even known as the
Spartans. They bore the title of
Since those old and rather
archaic times, San Jose State has
Nomialites!
The typical Normalite of 1900 come a long way in offering dewas not wo: Heft by the draft. grees in over 75 varied majors.
These men and women did not The student of today can continue
know the frustrations and grief his education sifter graduation at
of total war -- a world war. SJS by doing his graduate work
The nine men in the Class of ’00 at State.
were mainly concerned with the
For the Class of ’00 going away
upcoming events for San Jose Nor- to college was an adventure that
mal the football games, the few people experienced. There
baseball games and the social very few commuters in those days
functions that were as much a part because of the poor quality in

roads and the relatively slow
means of transportation. Thus Students living only a few miles from
Normal packed up their bags and
lived at the school.
PRAIRIE SCHOOL
San Jose Normal was located on
an open expanse of prairie about
one mile from the town of San
Jose. Many of the faculty lived In
the town, although others stayed
at the school. Salaries were not
lucrative and one had to he dedicated to the profession of teaching to even consider a job as a
college instructor.
The Class of ’00 was noted as
a N’ery exceptional class to own
through the hallowed halls of San
Jose Normal. Out of the small
class there were high school presidents and many state-sponsored
test winners. They were ready to
take Normal as their own and not
to he forgotten by those who encountered them. From the ftrst,
the class stayed very close together and had more activities
as a class than any which had
preceded it.
It was only a matter of time
for the class to become something
special.
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By DON DUGDALE
The World stands out on either side.
No wider than the heart is wide.
Above the Earth is stretched the sky.
No higher than the soul is high . . .

Adv. Mgr..... LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial
Ws

Your Decision

California’s growth and power today
are threatening to overwhehn it people.
The growing population will continue
to be faced with complicated matters
requiring public decisions.
Next week the citizens of this state
will decide the fate of seven statewide
officer elections and 16 constitutional
amendments.
As usual there are those who do not
care. those who do not take time to
learn the facts about the issues and
personalities invoked.
Many people will not even bother
to %cite. They will let their lack of
interest negate their power as citizens
and taxpayers.
Many students at SJS are old enough
to sow. hut will not do so. This is
particulark alarming since a college
campus i- supposed to he the center
of intellecqual involvement.
This pathetic indifference does not

Flag Nabbers
A ragged little boy walks down the
impined main street of his village and
beats tlw flies to a loaf of bread at
an open air market. He runs like hell.
k bigger, fatter boy of 21 walks
down a main street of a minor metropolieau city and steals a flag off the
pavtid curb. He folds it up and walks
off coolly.
In "The Grapes of Wrath." John
Steiubeck tells us the difference between the two. The rich are much
worm.. he says. because they will steal
anything.
It is a frightening indictment of human nature that wealth does not make
us more honest only more selective
in our dishonesty.
Since the beginning of this semester.
It SJS flags have been stolen front in
front of stores along San Fernando
Street.
Earli time a student souvenir hunter
ft iii away the symbol of Itis school
spirit. he costs the merchant who placed
the flag Sl5.
As a college student he probably
feels it would be below his moral dignity to steal the money from the Tilerchant’s cash register. The difference is
merely sciectise.
iiis sou% enir gathering in this case is
impeding the progress of a program to
restructure the much worn downtown
li,trict into a beautifully antiquated
I:iimpus Quarter.
Eventual plans call for benches. potted trees and repainted store fronts.
By replaying garish signs with a pleasing college -style atmosphere, the project could acid an almost unknown
quality to our campus area. It is called
class.
Perhaps the flags hanging on the
walls of apartment bedrooms show
class, but that is all a matter of degree.
J.B.
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suddenly develop when an individual
COIlleS of age. The habit of gaining
information on public issues is an important one for persons of all ages.
Democracy and the power that goes
with it must pass along to each generation in order to survive.
Mere surxival cannot even exist for
democracy if it fails to grow with its
booming society.
One SJS student, who is of voting
age. said recently, "Oh, I forgot to
register anyway. I guess I should care,
but 1 didn’t think about it."
lie apparently didn’t realize his
apathy could shape his personal
S.H.
destiny.

The Call To Arms

Thrust and Parry

Free Speech, Patriotism Draw Comment
Seventh Street ‘Place
For Free Flow of Ideas’
Editor
This is in regard to the article, ’Protestor’s
Arrest Approved," which expressed the approval of 59 girls out of a dorm of 200.
What is "seventh street?" to those who
have never journeyed past the many socalled "protestors" and solicitors of "seventh
street." you should take the opportunity to
listen to these people who publicize what they
believe, for "seventh street" is the place where
free ideas and opinions, supposedly, flow freely.
Last semester, "seventh street" was visited
by the FBI, who conveniently took pictures
of a group of students who voiced their
views on the Viet Nam situation. Although
these pictures were not going to be used
against them, they were merely going to be
placed on file for future reference. What
next? Should the people who wish to express
their ideas and opinions don hoods like the
KKK, so they won’t be persecuted?
This semester, Alan Kopke was arrested
because he expressed his ideas and beliefs
on "seventh street." The charge brought
against him, "disturbing the peace," was
levied against him by one person out of
perhaps 200 students who were listening to
him. May I add that you cannot please everyone! To those who get emotionally upset
when others try to voice their views, I say
avoid "seventh street." Don’t destroy what
took years to build. Perhaps, if invasions
continue from outside groups which disapprove of "free speech," "seventh street"
might as well be a through street again, open
to through traffic.
Edward Pinter
A7999

Writers’ Patriotism Costs
’Country Its Freedom’
F.ditar:
Better you were Red than so red, white
and blue, Mr. Rigidly-censored Joseph G. Reid,
and you, Miss Fifty-nine signers of the Hoover
Hall Support Your Local Police Brutality petition
because your patriotism is costing
the country its freedom and you your reason.
Better Red than red, white and blue is the
real gulf between the Left and the Right on
this campus and throughout the country because that is the crisis facing the country.
That gulf was painfully obvious on Tuesday’s
editorial page
so painfully that even Rick
Skinner could recognize it.
The letter from Reid and the girls from
Hoover demonstrated the "good American"
side of the gulf a
self-righteous approval
of the gross violation of the rights of another
in the name of "national security."
The side of reason was upheld by Steve
Kech in his eloquent defense of the rights
of dignities of all individual human beings
communist or not . . .
There’s your "gulf," Rick Skinner not in
drugs, or sex, or clothes or nonsocial behavior. The belief that each individual human
being is a precious thing and the rights of that
human being are far more precious than
the "security or good of society" Is what is
separating the Left from the Right.
Those on the right think they are better
than the rest of the world, They have the
answers to the world’s problems and the right
to impose their answers on the world, like it
or not.
Well, when the answers are censorship and
napalm and thought -prisons, I don’t want
I hem . . . We may make a few mistakes along
the way, but at least they won’t be nuclear.
No man has the right or the authority
in any way to control the life of another

man, much less take that life. We are all
equal, and the sooner the do-gooders and the
protectors of society and the defenders of
the flag and the American Way realize that
that Americans are not one bit more equal
the sooner we’ll have a
than anyone else
free country again. . .
Pat Heffernan
A12526

Voter Shows Concern
About Rightist Attitudes
Editor:
Would you please print the following copy
of a letter I sent to Governor Brown? I don’t
want to have the Daily readers vote for
Governor Brown; I just want them to think
seriously about the "frightening rightist attitudes" put forth by Reagan.
Governor Brown:
. . . We are against the policies put forth
by the opponent who is inexperienced, is
still "acting" and is voicing many frightening
rightist attitudes. We wish to give our support
to someone who has a better "feeling" for
affairs of the State of California - and not
to someone who is "waving the American
flag or dragging the cross of Christianity."
Although we do not agree with all of your
policies, we prefer your more liberal attitudes.
. . . No matter how many actual Communist party members were part of the recent
free speech Movement, labeling the group
doesn’t solve the student-administration problems. We would like to see a true analysis
of the situation with a subsequent compromise
of the two theses. Californians, whether students, communists or other citizens, should
be free to speak or demonstrate, with nonviolence and due respect of morality and
person.
My husband is a mathematics teacher in a
high school and wishes that you remember
the improvements needed in education. Every
young Californian must have full opportunity
to have more than a "barely adequate" education! Materials, equipment and buildings for
grades one to 12 are severely lacking.
We hope you will keep the people of California always in mind. We need effective
administration
not
popularity contests
based on patriotic or religious emotionalism.
Mrs. Mary Sellars
A39113

Independents Priviliged
Immune to Criticism’
Editor:
Since the day I entered SJS more than
three years ago, there has been, with rare
exception, nothing good said about the Greeks.
When a fraternity or sorority errs, it is
splashed across the front of the Spartan
Daily bigger than life and usually entirely out
of proportion tO the real situation . . .
The rest of the student community has,
it appears, been judged as angels. And because they were judged so, they have enjoyed
the privilege of immunity from criticism, ridicule and discrimination.
The time has come for members of the
campus community to take a good look around,
to open their eyes and see the naked, unpleasant truth. Halloween 1966 would be a
good place to start.
A fraternity with a new chapter house,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, literally was attacked
by students from the state-owned and operated
men’s dormitories . . .As a result of these
actions one of our windows was broken,
a fraternity brother hospitalized by a viciously
thrown rock, a member of Lambda Chi Alpha

knocked unconscious at our front doorstep...
Halloween is no excuse for actions such
as what happened Oct. 31, 1966. I challenge
any resident of Allen, Markham or Moulder
Hall to refute my statements.
Greeks do not "attack with intent to destroy" state college property. A watertight
among fraternities and sororities is basically
good, clean fun. Is stoning a fraternity house
good, clean fun?
What has happened to the pranks of the
other nine-tenths of the student body? Are
they so much of angels that their actions can
go unnoticed? Or is it the fact that because
we are the minority, it is much more fun to
see us held up to continual public mockery?
John J. Gruehl
Treasurer, Sigma Phi Epsilon
A11602

Edna St. Vincent Millay
Yesterday the sun came up and the
morning dew went up in steam, and the
air was thick with heat. I fell on the
grass and rolled over, and the dryness
was rough. No sound but some bird and
and airplane far away, but the sky was
too bright to look at, so 1 studied a
dandelion as an ant crawled up the stem
and onto the yellow flower. In six months
the flower would be dead, and the ant
would be dead, and I would be alive,
probably, and the earth would be on the
other side of the sun. . .
Then the night came, and it stayed hot.
About 10 the fish vendor came around,
and the buses still went by every 15 minutes. I could hear everything clown on the
street, even thoagh I was upstairs. . .
In the fall the trees turned red and
yellow, if we were lucky, and then the
leaves dried up and fell off. We raked
them into piles and burned them, even
though we weren’t supposed to, because
the smoke had a good smell. . .
In the winter it was always very cold;
so cold that the ground froze up like a
rock. The sky stayed gray’ most of the
time, and the trees were bare. There was
just brown grass. When it snowed everyone
bundled up and went out and stayed out
all day. The tops of everything were mostly
all covered, if it was a good snow, and
cars slid all over the street. The had part
was when the sun came out and the slush
made everything wet and muddy. In the
city the snow was very dirty by the lime
it melted. . .
Then one day it was warm and a couple
of weeks later the trees had little buds
and the grass started to turn green. It
didn’t stay warm long, bat got hot again,
even early in the morning. All the trees
were dark green before long, and people
who had come out of winter hibernation
went back for the summer, except those
of us who liked to fish. We didn’t mind
the heat, even though it was worse by
the creek.
I had never heard of LSD, but ,1 thought
life was pretty good, and still think so.
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By CHARMAIN TYLER

If you were an alumnus, would you come back to SJS and
participate in homecoming ceremonies?

JERRY HANSEN, sophomore, pre-educatIon:
Yes, I think so. I think if you go to a school you should be proud
of it, and I think you should go to the game and parade, even if we
don’t have a good team.

NELLA HENNINGER, sophomore, physical education:
I think so. I’ve been kind of active in the things that have gone
on in the school. I think I’d like to come back. My husband likes to
come back.

NAN LESCHINSKY, sophomore, psychology:
I don’t think I’d like to come back. The only reason why
come back is to see other alumni, and I don’t want to.

people

KATHY KALSCHED, Junior, advertising:
Yes, I think I’d come back for loyalty’s sake. It would also bring
back the sense of the revival of the college spirit. I’d like to see my
college friends again, too.

PAUL ALLEN, junior, business and industrial management:
Sure. Partly I guess because the school has spirit. It’s a wellknown school and to be part of it is an honor for anyone. I’m a
foreign student from Canada, and I’d like to come back. I think the
college years are the best years to remember and I’d like to come
back for the memories.

JIM CAMP, graduate, business:
Yes, I would come back for several reasons. There’s always the
aspect of meeting former students that you know. Then there’s the
football game and the excitement. It’s refreshing to come back and
see the changes around campus, and Homecoming Week is a good
time to do it. I’d like to come back for the whole aspect of being
Involved in activity because I’ve enjoyed it while I’ve been here.
Photos by Vince Streams

Refugee Describes Revolution
As ’the Tragedy of a Nation’
Y.
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took place doting the early days
By DON COX
"While the Communists forced of the Rus ’fl ort-opation, saying,
"Mcney %aloe dropped so fast that
us to attend the theater and dance,
people wou:,1 get paid in the mornthey murdered our people in the ing and immediately spend their
back-alleys," said Hungarian refu- earnings, because by the end of
gee Adorjan Galffy, as he de- the day money would drop to half.
"Each city had its own money
scribed the Soviet takeover in his
printing machinery because there
country to a class in International
was no time to obtain currency
Relations Wednesday.
from the government." Galffy
SoGalffy, now working in the
noted.
the
Department
of
cial Science
He said he coked his inflation
in
1956.
Hungary
library,
fled
SJS
by buying vodka, selling it back
His father was mayor of Mischove, later, and trading old shirts tor
an industrial town, when the Red salt on the Austrian binder.
Army moved into Hungary at the
PROPERTY SEIZED
close of World War II,
"At first we were overjoyed
Galffy said the Russians began
when the Russians invaded, be- nationalization of housing and land
cause it meant an end to the air by declaring any house with over
raids and shelling," Galffy said. six rooms or any farm of more
He described Soviet occupation than 1.000 acres would become
in his town, saying "The first
state property.
thing the Red Army did was to
"All factory equipment was made
fill the power vacuum left by the state property also," said Galffy.
Germans, with a man with a gun. "My brother operated a factory
"We did what we were told and he happened to own a piano.
because his gun was the only The Russians found his piano in
authority," he continued.
the factory. so it was declared

wen

LIKE A STOCKYARD

nose

According to Galffy, the Russians’ next step was to determine
the town’s political parties. They
did this by assemblying the people into one area and asking each
one his party choice, grouping the
people according to the party they
wished to belong to"
"It was like a stockyard," Galffy
recalled.
"A police force was formed. made
up of anyone who wanted to be a
policeman," Galffy said. "Most of
those on the force were either
Communist’ sympathizers, members
of the former government cr
criminals."
He told the class that people
joined the police because "they
felt it was the best opportunity
for safety under the Russians.
"Next, the Russians made us
dress up our shop windows and
sell any goods left. We were also
required to attend the theater at
night," the Hungarian refugee declared.
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NATIONAL TRAGEDY
"They made us create the front
of leading a normal life, while in
the background the tragedy of a
nation was taking place."
Galffy emphasized main Soviet
objectives in the takeover were
to destroy old authority, eliminate
possible leaders among the people,
destroy the former economic system and capture the imagination
of the youth.
sponsored
Communists
"The
dances and other activities for the
youth, while at the same time
the rest of our population died."
He described the inflaiion that

state property.
"The Communists

the population through the use
of deportation and internment
campus,’ he said. "They would take
civil service workers to the camps
for different periods and then let
them out again. The workers never
knew when they had to go.
"People would be deported to
Russia during the night, with no
warning, taking with them only
what they could carry," he continued.
Galffy told how the Russians
destroyed all esteem for education
in

his

country.

"They

assigned

jobs according to party loyalty,"
he said.

Three -Day
TripMapped San Gregorio
By Cyclists
SJS Cycling Association Is planning a cycling tour of the Monterey Peninsula over the long Veteran’s Day weekend.
The more hearty cycliisto will
pedal down to the Monterey Peninsula on Friday and return on
Sunday. Transportation will be
provided for the bicycles of the
less enthusiastic.
The group will camp Friday and
Saturday nights at Whispering
Pines park in Monterey. Saturday
will be spent on the 17-mile drive
and Carmel area.
A planning meeting will be held
Monday in IA115 at 8 p.m. for
everyone interested in the trip.

lege chapters in national competition. First place was given to the
Photo by Dave Stout

University of Texas.

...11itsurpassed Value!

sorb

from KAY jewelers

"I really think the people there
were dedicated
the idea cf
nudism," he continued. "Most of
them were running in the surf or
drawing patterns in the sand."
"Most of them appeared to be
in the tweniies," he says. Teem
was about one girl to every 35
men. None of the girls were slaw.;
they were always in groups with
several men."

Nobel Prizes Awarded

He did note one unusual bather
a man with a multi -colored swim
suit tatooed to his body.
The usual peepers were there,
but they were so busy watching
the bathers "they didn’t notice the
shore police approaching and were
promptly arrested," Shypertt said.

this year. That’s nearly 390 fatalities a month, the California HighTOKYO (API
Two million persons massed in Peking today in way Patrol reported. In September
the biggest of five rallies held by the militant Red Guards since alone, 431 persons died in highway
Communist China’s cultural revel:aim began in August, Japanese mishaps.
correspondents reported from the Chinese capital.
Communist party Chairman Mao Tse-tung stood with his heir apparent, Marshal Lin Piac, on the reviewing stand in Tier. an Men
Gate of Heavenly Peace Square, the cerrespondents
said.
The Red Gnarls were described in a report publish:d in Warsaw,
Poland. at- it
themselves for world war. Darii31 Lulinski,
Peking col
.
ni of Trybena Ludu, rscorted that ti’: Red Guards’
paper said I ’is III, airM war would it be pessible "finally to annihilate
American Um 0.11,501"

Red Guards Hold Rallies

been

named first runner-up among col-

COW
To
WW

World Forum

sheltered and that he had to wade
around a cove in water up to his
knees to get there. "I wasn’t really
self-conscious," he relates, "because everyone else was nude,
too."

Highway Deaths

SJS’s chapter of Gamma Alpha

New ,Diautoutl Styles

Richard M. Shyppertt, senior
public relations major, says curiosity was his main reason for venturing to the San Mateo county
beach. "I wanted to know the
truth about it," Shypertt says.
He reports the beach is well

Man-in-Space Program

Chi, national women’s professional

Elisabeth Hannula, GAX president and senior advertising major,
accepted the award Satui day. Oct.
29, at the organi73ticn’s national
convention in Phoenix, Ardzena.
Other ccrivention cirleaales, were
Pamela McDonald. vice p.ts’ Icrit;
Christine Falmer-Per,en. sscietary; Lea Ann Hernandez. activities chairman, and chapter adviser Gerson Miller. assistant professor of advertising.
According to Miss Ilanntila, the
award was given to the SJS chapter for "outnitmling activities, field
trips, improvenient. cooperation
with the national headvarters and
special events conducted by the
chapter."
The Journalism and Advertising
Department has also received one
of 10 William Randolph Hearst
Foundatirin Distinguished Achievement in iiinalism awards. &LS
was the only school in Calit.ania ta
receive one of the national awards
this year.

By JUDY WALTER
Spartan Daily Sian Writer
An SJS male student joined the
nude sun bathers at San Gregorio
beach last Sunday to find out tor
himself what the "free beach"
movement is all about.

Did he enjoy the experience?
"Yes. I especially enjoyed swimming in the ocean."
Would he like to return? ’’Definately. I may go again this weekend if the weather is nice," he
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP) -- The United States today fired related.
the opening shot in its plan to develop a military man -in -space pc gram by propelling an unmanned Gemini capsule OVTi a searing
re-entry course. Then the same Air Force Titan 3 rocket crbitted
three satellites.
A fourth satellite, carrying a batch of optical decoy satellites,
SACRAMENTO (AP) About
apparently failed to eject and remained attached to one of the ether 13 people are being killed each
payloads.
day in California traffic accidents

intimidated

fraternity, has

Student Goes Nudist

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
Two :cientists, an American
and an Alsatian-born Frenchman who bac defined
.e:Irr cf the
basic concepts on the behavior of electron,. atoms and molecules
were awarded the 1966 Nobel prizes in chemistry and physics yesterday.
The $60,000 chemistry prize went to Dr. Robert Sanderson Mulliken,
70, who teaches at the University of Chicago and at Florida State
University in Tallahassee, Fla. At a news conference in Tallahassee, he
said the word of his selection was "very exciting."
Prof. Alfred Kastler, 65, of Ecole Normale Superieur in Paris,
was awarded the pyhsics prize, also worth $60,000. He is a tall man
known as a supporter of peace for Viet Nam and toleration for
conscientious objectors as well as for his toil as a physicist.

Ad Fraternity
Earns Award
advertising
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CHECKING DATA from left are Bruce McMillan, senior civil
engineer:ng major, Dr. William Blythe and David Yoshida, professors of civil engineering. All three are working on the Army
vehicle suspension design project at SJS. The program recently
received a $45,000 extension from the Army which brings total
funds aliocated for the project to $180,000 spread over the past
three years.

Army Funds To Aid
E ngineering Program
SJS
re.ceiy el a $48000 extensien I a Department of the
rivet to continue resarch
Army
into military vehi:le desisn.
Dr. William Illy the, professor of
C. et diani
civil engineei
rector, has ids,. ti in en .1) approval by thy A, to, Tank-Mitt:’ .1 a I ’st
mcbile ( cot.
ti, b
course at Ca.op Robert, near Pa 63
Robles. According to Dc. BIN Ins,
the test course will be completed
before the end of the year.
Leonard Bushnell. acting eh iii man of the Depaitment of Coil
Engineering, designed and is supervising construction of the 400
foot long course which will help
in comparing laboratory test data
to actual performance.
Dr. Blythe’s contract is being
extended into the fourth year and
has amounted to over 618,000.
Research conducted under the
contract has resulted in a re-

design of the track used on the
Army’s medium battle tank, the
M60. The new track is lighter and
has better stress distribution. It
is now being manufactured and
will be tested here.
Techniques developed in redesigning the tank tread can be used
to help in designing many other
vehicle components to withstand
greater loads and still be light,
according to Dr. Blythe.

Persian Program
A Persian program, sponsored by
International Students Organization (ISO), will be presented today
at 3:30 p.m. in the faculty cafeteria at SJS. M. Baheram, a student from Persia (Iran), will deliver a short talk on his count,y.
Miss Colleen Bedrosian. another
student, will perform dances from
the Middle East,

EUROPE
’67

Romney Seeks Presidency
DETROrT (AP)
While Gov. George Romney refuses to look
beyond nexi Teesday’s election and di,eourages ethers from doing
also to start a do
so
,10
for the 1968 Reputlicen
detttiar nomination Oct his behalf. the Associated Press has learned.
Romney and hit political advisers are awaiting the country’s
reaction to his expected victory before making any plans or taking
any concrete steps, sources close to the governor say.
"We will have to wait and see th..- size of his win and the
prominence of his position -- the kind If , ’II he gets from citizens and
.
new.- one cove:2 said.
national party leade..- boor’ we

399

inc. tax

Round Trip

From San Joso
to London.

JUNE 13

From Paris
to San Jose:

SP1RTAN A\1 TRI-C

SEPT. 10

Or

From San Jose
to London.
From Paris
to San Jose:

TODAYSUNDAY, Nov. 6, 1966: Annual Fall Retreat
THIS SUNDAY: 9:45 a.m. Seminar

JUNE 17
SEPT. 4

Call
Prof. David Mage

5:45 p.m. Forum

at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

3rd and San Antonio

T. G. I. F.
Going to a Beer Bust?
No beer bust is complete without
a snack from Henry’s.

NO MONFY DOWN
SI to) WFFK

IT’S O.K.
TO OWF

Choose Um an inspiring selection of advanced designs in your choice of
145 yellow or white tokt
1400,...6,01.01.9.11.selecteddi.
In wiling
mends pawleed

SPERRY
TOPSIDER

9.95

Tote-A-Meal

A classic!

10 Henry’s Hamburgers $1.79
plus 1/2 pound of French Fries.

Comfortable
$90
K. p 5199
SI a W44

$119
P.9 $379
S2 ,w,,’

$109
549 $199
Wool.
SI 50

double -deep

$1.99
6 Delux Hamburgers
plus 1/2 pound of French Fries,

cushion,
non -chafe

$1.99
6 Fish Burgers
plus I/2 pound of French Fries.

lining. Navy
PLUS new
119 $449 . $299
$3 a Week

Downtown

5479
Peg $695
55 a Week

$349
i.e 5549
$3 50 a Weei

65 S. First St.

Wn validate nil downtown lot fi,
291 4910--Opon Mon., Thu, & hi. Ni

RADIO
t.’

Volley Fair Shopping Center
248 3040Open Mon. thru Fri. Nights until 9:30

Sunnyvale

199 S. Murphy
; I,, N, Iii iiiil

515 S. Tenth St.

Breton Red.

Valley Fair
Open Until 9 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Open Saturday Until
5.30 p.m.

VICTORY NIGHT IS
SPARTAN NIGHT AT HENRY’S
To helo Spartans colnbrat, t’e
,ictories,
He- 6’, *id sell hamburg., 4-r Or. every
n 9. they win
football g,rn. Is sure
4a look for the victory won in front of
Henry’s.

The Book Barrel

Fr;dee Noverrhee 1 lrIcr

1-11T’ARTAN DAILY

Study Overseas Allows
Joint SJS Enrollment
By MAIO’ MElss
Spartan Daily Stall WHIN*
If interested in study abroad,
why not spend next year at une
of the foreign universities in

SpioaA

EDITOR S NOTE. Cry Kuegl. is
a former
editor of the
and
y
fc,re- editor
Snaitan
’1141
of Sparta
magazine
H
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CHRISTMAS CHARTER FLIGHTS
to coincide with your vacation
New York, round trip, DC -8 Jet, only $195
January 2
January 3

December 16
December 17

t

Chicago, round trip, DC -7 Jet, only $155
January 2

December 16

Both these low fares include fax
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Kenton and members of the band, who are re
cording and television studio artists frcm the
Los Ange1es area, recently completed a twoday engagement at San Francisco’s Basin Street
West.

THE TROMBONE SECTION swings into "Granada" as jazz daddy Stan Kenton directs the
I9-piece ensemble fiorn the piano. The group
performed Wednesday evening in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium. The band’s appearance was
sponsored by the Homecoming committee.
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ie
dramatic it
- uneatirfaetoly novel
oian’s priscnal involve’’, thr Viet Nam war.
’I itc book doek not paint an
eptimi,tic cr pleasing portrait of
tho war or U.S. involvement in
that war. But I do not believe
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paint
a lb vimz r;,tkitr arci I do not
think it is necessary.
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Stan Kenton Jazz Performance
Demonstrates Brass Artistry
Ily CHARLOTTE WONiii
Flne Arts Editor
Those born too late to experience the brassy blare of the big
bands got a chance to merge
with it Wednesday evening when
jazz daddy Stan Kenton performed in Morris DMIey with his
19-piece ensemble.
The audience contained only
500 persons at most, the small
turnout due perhaps to stud:tilts’
pi eoccupat ion wit h midterms.
Attendance probably suffered
also because the program could
not be publicized through offcampus advertising sinee Kenton was performing elsewhere
in the area.
Despite their small numbers,
the audience was warmly enthusiastic. Thus supported. the
band played viith good humor
and spirit from their opening
numbers, "Tonight," "Ruben’s
Blues" and "Limehouse Blues."
through a spool on music of the
1920’s to tie in with the Homecoming Celebration.
Kenton. an old smoothie who
has been peifornine.:
2()

years. was thoroughly professional in his presentation, often
providing explanation to experimental pieces with s.crambled
time signatures, such as "Five
Becomes Four."
The program featured trumpeter Gary Barone, bassist John
Woosiiiter, Chino Valdez on conga
drums and ef couise, Kenten cn
piano, in pceular sound spectac
Mars like "Granada" and "The
Shadow of Your Smile."
The musicians really won the
audience, however. with their
sense of humor. first evident
when Kenton walked on stage
wearing a yellow hat given him
by the Homecoming Committee
and commented, "This was given
me by my bootlegger."
Clewning reacher, a peak after
the 1C -minute intermission when
the group members improvised
with Kenton on music
the
1920’s.

ut

The lxind kidded Kenton ’br:
walking cut when their leader
hammed up "Shine on Harvest
Moon" on the piano and tore

Students Perfect French at Lunch
’Parlez-vous francais?" If you
’La Table Francais ."
nch Tablet is the place
,
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ti,
.
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1 i;l1r_t1
1.17y i12.
1 1 01 tr
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11.
t15 begun
The Frcn:
Circio
as an activity cf
Fiancais: more than two years
It exists, Guedenet commented.
to pre,mota a casual atire.spheie
of discus,’ n in Frer.ch. in which
student, is t varying statees
,
treic Ftench
learn-

,

,

12:30

iv:a.’ ng

1
ittnte sit in :I t;l:
ad"at br ( n
a,
:I ate in tvgate tine, Cur:’:r.et
t.,

-tan
lunchtime
added.
The table is generally -.rated
in the student section of the
cafeteria, towards the music
huilding side.
The mote formal aspeete
French are offered in "L’Atelien" the French workshop,
which mreta Monday and
Wednreday at 1:30 in Room NSA.

FIGHTING UNIT
( :1"zit t is an American
Will. hm beco giken 1.,(1 tio,k
erganizing a gicup of VI,
mes(’ Mrntagnards or hill
into a lienting unit capal le of
stepping the inliltration of arms
awl ;144:licit by the Viet Cong
through tne mountains of Viet
Nam.
He is unsuccessful until he so elites the promise of the Viet
nt that
NUM central
the Montagnards will be permitted to set up their own government when the war is over.
But, as the story is set duling
the ileetic days before the overthrow- of Ngo Dinh Diem, this
woid is bctreyed.
The Americans must attempt
to keep aligned with the winning
side, and this bettayal is stuffed
off by American officials as
necessary.

governmeII

up sheet allifie in simulated frustration civet the style of "oldie"
music.
Joking around with a member
cf the band who insisted cn
mentioning the name ot band
leader Woody Heiman Kenton
said. "Ki
wituth shut."
"How an I beanie?" the player
asked. ’"Fhreugh your nose,"
"Can you breathe
Ki nten
timmgh yaur nose? ’Chen yau
keep youi tirmth shut,’ the impertinent player retorted.
Kenton, who iecently cencluded a two-day engagement at
San Francisco’s Basin Street
West, commente, "I (1011.1 know
if the big Lands are eker coming
hack. tut I do know that the
old tunes aren’t pal t of the
scene anymore.
"We have played for some
huge crowds lately and gotten
standing ovatiens. Net (rem old
. . ,
fans but from kiiiitri-tri
care._
kirls who cl.,n 1 len v
k 1:
abort t ou r e

PUSH PINS
Cohort is infuriated with this
attitude because he has committed the sin of becoming Involved
with the people --- of accepting
them as people and not ju,t
push -pins on a large battle map
to be moved or left at will.
The beok does not end with
the Americans winning and making everything right nor does it
lay groundwaik fcit rational:zing
whet seem at t:mes inhuman
acts of war.
The author does not show the
Viet Cong as the saviiits of Viet
:ye
Nam either. It ie or rt:
rev
work hy a journali-t vt
ei, 1 the war during the time de.1 i in the book.

RELIEVES
HUNGER PANGS!
...quicker than any pizza you ever
tasted, too. Take I every 3 hours. In
between, sing good-time songs to
Shakey’s honky-tonk piano and live
banjo music. Have fun! If pangs per.
sist, eat 2 every 3 hours. CAUTION:
Habit-forming, if taken in large quantities.

PIZZA MAUI&
YE PUBlic hOUS

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
With This Coupon

FREE
PITCHER OF
BEER

COVER THE CAMPUS IN
LEVI STA-PREST CARNABY CORDS
Aboslutely the greatest! The never iron features of Sta-Prest, when
you’re just too busy to fool around ... plus
the purely Mod styling of
wide-wale corduroy ... low rise waist
with 2- belt loops, tapered and cuffless.
Choose whiskey or loden in 30-36.
They’re 50% Kodel, SO% cotton.

Cheaper
in the long run.
Gas wiil never cost you
27 miles to the gallon.,

get about

w/Purchase

’Ara itnt

And the amount of oil you use is like a drop in
the bucket. Ilt only takes 2.7 quarts and almost
never needs more between changes.)
And the engine is air-cooled, so you don’t hove
to spend o red cent for onti-freeze or rust inhibitors.
And you get more thon your money’s worth out
of a set of tires (around 40,000 miles).
But don’t think buying a now Volkswagen is just
another get-richluick scheme.
You hove to wait until the second sat of tires

9.00
STORE FCR MEI\

much. (You’ll

This Sat. Between 5 and 9 p.m.
STOP IN AFTER THE GAME

FLOOR

wear out.

of Medium

tntnararter

ir-i

itt-ctr-N7r-Azr Ntrotntrarszcar

Shakey’s

Shakey’s
Pizza Parlor

1705 Story Rd.
(Corner of King)
San Jose

580 Meridian Rd.
(Corner of Moorpark)
San Jose

251-1000

286-9666

286-8800
&

Large Pizza

Pizza Parlor

Spartan V(Akswagen
I -4,11

or

41

p.
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Students Don Prohibition Dress
In Honor of Homecoming Theme
By ELAINE DRAVEs
Spartan Daily. Start Writer
Mini skit is and mod shirts
are abandoned today for the
Piohibition Day fashions- SJS
students are wearing fashions
from the 1920’s in honor of the
Roar in’ Twenties Homeccming
I herne.
The historical data that influenced the fashion era of 19201929, has been summarized as
the "opening of the Tomb of
Tutankhamen (King Tut flourished in 1358 B.C. as an Egyptian
king P. the post war boom in
business, calories and vitamins,
radio broadcasts. psychoanalysts,
and rayon and all synthetic fa tics."
Charles Edouard Jeanneret,
French -Swiss architect, initiated
the conception of a house as a
machine for living in and not
necessarily to be enjoyed as comfortable living quarters. This led
to the idea of Functionalism in
the middle ’twenties which tilso
greatly influenced women’s fashions.
The chemise dress was designed after WWI for the new
working woman. One piece, it
slipped over the head, featured
a round or boat neckline, short
kimona sleeves, no trimming, no
fastenings, and a narrow belt

at the hips. Today’s hip .hugger
style is an outgrowth ot this
fashion.
The dress design emphasized
a straight and boyish silhouettr,
stressing simplicity and freedom
for the emancipated working
.woman.
An uneven hemline in the
20’s was achieved with panels
and flounces hanging below the
short skirts at the sides and
back. Today, some of the leading
Freneh designers have re-introduced the uneven hemline, but
net with panels or flounces. The
new hemline is deliberately cut
on an uneven line.
Gay, colorful costume jewelry
sparked the simple dresses. Long
strings of "flapper" beads, still
popular, debuted during this eta.

’Die new, sh.irter sk
shoes :mil silk hosi
important a:
.k .1.. ii
was W0111
the Dist time.
Soft felt (docile hats,
down to almost hide
usually covered the (ham :
short hair styles. Permanent
waves added an exciting trend
In the beauty parlors, along with
bobbed hair.
The well dressed young man
of the 1920’s appeared in suits
with pointed lapels. The broad
trousers displayed turn-up culls.
Wide ties completed the well suited look.
"The Varsity Drag" college
fellows donned striped blazers
and straw hats, reminiscent of
the good old summer days.

Another way would be to put
a time lock on your refrigerator

again.

so it would open only at break-

You say you can’t fit into that
new skirt yeti bought last se-

fast, lunch and dinner, and only
for approximately 15 minutes

mester? Or the door you walked
through last year seems to he

during that time.

closing in on you? Well, then,
let’s get ready to go on that

But our own idea in dieting
is something new. For instance.

diet.

how about trying this appetizire:
yet reducing
diet for the

that

nasty

time

What with vacation coming
next weekend and then Thanksgiving two weeks :diet that,
them is jut enough time to
trim down for the dull events.
Since we heard so many coeds
- and even a few stout young
males - complain about eating
too much, we deolded to offer
them something new in dieting.
One way to solve the problem
is not to put so nany goodies
on the table in the first place.

so

that

you

wouldn’t

quit() knuckles sauted in vinegar.
Friday
lobster

. .

. Breakfast

antennae,

2

lunch

overeat

following week?

Tuesday ... Breakfast- -Scraped crumbs from burned toast,
lunch
1 doughnut hole without, sugar, and dinner -- 2 jelly
fish skins and 1 gallon of dehydrated water.

SPECIALIZING IN VOLKSWAGEN
MERCEDES AND PORSCHE

GARTERS AND FRINGE flap in an active
Charleston, danced by SJS song girls, from left,
Head Song Girl Hilary Goldwater, Kathi Rodrick,
JoAnn Sobey, Mary Hansen and Joan deFerrari.
Missing is song girl Cynthia Berkinshaw. The girls

1611’
vivosPfealELECTRIC SHAVER OWNERS:

IT’S FALL
IIIINEe UP
TIME!

1,,

Dove Stou:

danced up spirit for today’s Dress-up Day in
honor of the Homecoming theme, "Roarin’ ’20s."
Songs popular in the Charleston era include,
"Yes, We Have No Bananas," "Yes Sir, That’s
My Baby," and "Bill Bailey."

Former SJS Librarian Speaks
Tonight on Children’s Literature
Miss Doris Gates, former SJS
librarian and authoress of children’s hooks, speaks tonight at
7:30 in the college cafeteria.
Tickets may still be reserved

k***********************
Ride Assured Be Insured
; IRDTDRCYCLE INSURANCE ;
f Call or See:
Maynard Insurance
;
tt 1268 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose
cc
Call 293-8085 or 293-8086
We Finance Your Premium
************************

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

MASTER MECHANICS
TRAINED IN GERMANY

ISO LINCOLN AVENUE
PHONE 295-9082

is $1.50 for adults and $1 for
children.
Delta Phi Upsilon, national
honorary fraternity of childhood
education, is sponsoring Miss
Gates as the featured speaker at
their dessert.
She was a SJS librariry instructor and on the library staff
from September 1940 to June
1942.
Some of the books she’s written include "Blue Willow," "Sensible Kate," and "Trouble for

455 I. William
10th & Taylor

6th & Kityes
13th & Julian

r’r

WEEK-END!

Install new points or brushes as required

FLY PAN AM! STOP AT

Oil with special lubricants

THE AMERICANA

Adjust electronically to Factory Specifications

Meet -Miss Hotel Paradise
who’s been selected
to tell folks about MGM’s
spicy, new comedy in color
"HOTEL PARADISOstarring Alec Guinness, Gino
Lollobrigida, Robert Morley

Align and re -install Shaving Head

00017j11 plus this $1.00 size bottle of

SCHICK
SHAVER CLEAN
FOR ONLY

90

REGULAR 5250 MAW

SCHICK
ELECTRIC SHAVER CENTER
OFFER

of $2
and

(Chaperoned)

Disassemble and thoroughly clean shaver

115 S. I sf St.

15e
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars ...__ 5c
2 Toilet Tissue
10e
10e
Paper Towels
29c
Crest lg. size

YOU MAY BE
THE ONE
TO ESCORT
"MISS HOTEL
PARADISO"
ON A
PUERTO RICO

"5 STEP TUNE-UP"

SHAVER CLEAN Effective new Shas lug Head cleane, and lisbocent ton use
with all electric razors! A 30 second
tune up thal cleans lubricates the shaving
head lo give a cleaner, lastly Ooser
shave Absolutely nontlantn,a0le
. Instant
aclimg. I.oz. bottle plus plastic dip Dar

fillet
guppy fin and dinner
of soft shell crab claw.
Saturday . . . Breakfast -. 4
chopped banana seeds, lunch -broiled butterfly liver and dinjelly fish vertebra a la
ner
book binders.
pickSunday ... Breakfast
led hummingbird tongue, lunch
prime ribs of tadpole and
dinner - - aroma of empty custard pie plate and tossed paprika
and clover leaf ill salad.

IMAGINE!

Let our FACTORY TRAINED EXPERTS
give your Schick Shaver our

ALL

e.P4,-

Now all these meals should be
eaten under a microscope to
avoid extra portions.
If, after leading the diet you
should feel it is too strict then you may wish to follow
another diet whereby you eat
just don’t
all you want swallow!

Monday . . . Breakfast ---weak
tea, lunch
a bouillon cube in
% cup of diluted water and
dinner
1 pigeon thigh and
2 ounces of prune juice t gargled

REPAIR OF EUROPEAN MADE CARS

SCHICK

1’4

NtAta ri"rNAm
Campus 1.11.. /Altar

- Pn

Round Trip,
inc. tax
call: Bill Riley, 287-6973

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

eve^

opeoeoe

Now

GARAGE EUROPA

$399

C.

e,

eye,AP

’Around the Tower’Diet Styles

JET-EUROPE
Did you ever try hitchhiking across the English Channel? Would
you celebrate the
Fourth of July with a
snowball fight? Have
Bailin?
you dreamed of wandering through Paris
. . . or Rome .
. or
You can. Have a ball!
Fly to Europe this summer.

-e

Wednesday
. . Breakfast -shiedded eggshell skins, lunch - navel from an orange and dinner
3 eyes from an Idaho
pmato (diced).
Thursday . . . Breakfast --boiled out stains from table
cloth, lunch
tt4 dozen poppy
seeds er sunflower seeds and
dinner
bee knees and mos-

at 294-6414, ext. 2406. Admission

14

,,,,, +WO-NW-

e

MR V-5

292-4368

ENDS NOV, 12, 1966

WE’RE LOOKING FOR HER IDEAL
DATE-MATE! ARE YOU THE ONE?
The celebrated Computerized Dating Service,
"Project TACT," will decide whether YOU fly
to San Juan, Puerto Rico, via luxurious Pan
American Airways, to enjoy a week -end with
beautiful "Miss Hotel Raradiso" at the plush Hotel
Americana. Write today to Project TACT, 150
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 1 00 1 7, and enclose
$5 for a questionnaire. (NOTE: If you are in
a TACT area, TACT will also provide you with
a list of

compu-mates.)Contest ends Jan. 1, 1967.

before or after the ball game
McDONALD’S AMAZING MENU

Make your first stop at McDonald’s.
Whether you have a party of two, four,
or twenty, we can serve you in a few
seconds each. McDonald’s Hamburgers
are made of 100% pure beef, government
inspected and ground fresh daily. They’re
served piping hot and delicious on a
toasted bun. Come in today ... you’ll get
Fast, cheerful, courteous service, .. plenty
of parking ... no car hops. .. no tipping
... the tastiest food in town at extra
thrifty prices.

100% Pure Beef Hamburgers
Tempting Cheeseburgers
Old-Fashioned Shakes
Crisp Golden French Fries
Thirst-Quenching Coke
Delightful Root Beer
Coffee As You Like It
Full -Flavored Orange Drink
Refreshing Cold Milk

look for the golden arches!’"

McDonald’s
ONNOONALCr CORPORATION 1904

’r111.11’ 1//////ii S

’hutf

.

frri

3rd and San Carlos

day:.

itqPARTAN

Indians Come on Warpath

Poloists Hope for Comeback Tonight
lie,iten by bye goals by the Southiii ca are playing polo for the
Tribe.
landers.
Two possible changes are in the
The Tribe also holds a win over
USC, which has also dumped SJS. offing for the Spartan lineup in
The Spartans won the fi rs t this evening’s game. Greg Swan
meeting between the two clubs. will likely take over tor Kevin
9-8. But that was when the In- Curilin, who missed two days of
dians were without Gary Sheerer practice this week.
Dennis Lombard and Bob Likins
Sheerer, who is back now, yens

I.EW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daiks Sports Writer

An air of revenge will be above
the waters of Spartan Pool tonight as SJS water poloists and I
Stanford square off at 8 n.m.
The Spartans are hoping to rebound from their worst weeknnd
this season after losing to UCLA
and Long Beach State in consecu- voted the nation’s outstandinc
water polo player during last sumtiv. days.
Stanford, which was ranked No. mer’s AAU tournament.
2 in the nation at the start of the
year, wants vengeance from a
Spartan defeat early in the sea- I
son.
The freshman teams meet at ’V
p.m. in the preliminary.
Last weekend the Indians lost ,
to UCLA by one point in double
overtime while the Sports were

Amazing Harriers Win
S.J. Invitational Meet

OUTSTANDING TRIO
The Indians have tnree
outstanding players, John Park,
Mark Parmerly and Bill Read:.
who has been a constant thorn IL
Jim Sullivan took command at
the side of the Sparts.
I he three-mile mark and increased
Additionally, Olympic swimmer,
his lead thereafter to capture first
Greg Buckingham and Luis Niplace in the San Jose Invitational
wwismeme-4-ww
r,,ss-countiy rare at Santa Teresa
loll Course yesterday.
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
Sullivan ran the six-mile course
and
it: 30:33.3. one of the fastest times
Student Center
eeorded on the rough course.
Missouri Synod
Lu’heron Church
As a team. the Spartans once
374 S. 3rd Street
main dominated the action with
Sunday Morning Services
Bill Langdon, Rich Klemmer, and
8:15, 9:30 and II
!Byron Lowry placing in the top
2 blocks from school
live along with Sullivan. Those
CcIlege discussion group: Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
five places gave SJS seven points
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
in the total while Stanford placed
’.,cond. The Indians did manage to
Home 298-3718
A. Craig Settlage, Vicar office 294-7033
!dace one of their runners higher
ihan one Spartan runner, however.
1011 Letterer finished behind
Lev.i.y., hut ahead of Chuck August
who finished eighth.

-

lioN\ um’s
CRYST 11, CREAMERY

Chef s Special

STEAK
SANDWICH
French Roll
French Fried
Potatoes
Lettuce & Tomato

950
Try our large variety of quality meals
at reasonable prices.
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
7th

One Block front SJS

acid Santa Clara

’ are still battling for the starting
goalie call. Lombard played well
enough last weekend to challenge
Likins.
MENTAL REBOUND
"We have started to rebound
mentally,- coach Lee Walton re
ported. "The team is looking toward the future, and it knows that

Cal finished third, but most of
its runners did not make the trip
I, San Jose because of an important meet in UCLA tomorrow.
Langclon followed Sullivan to the
finish line in second place and
closed with a time of 30:49. Chris
Miller, running unattached, placed
third in 30:58 and Klemmer fourth
at 31:09. Lowry, running with a
slight injury, was fifth and flashed
a 31:16 time.
Steve Brown, usually among the
tep five runners for the Spartans,
sat out the meet because of a
cold.
Other top Spartan varsity finishers were Russ Mahon 10th, running 31:41, and Dave Lower 11th
in a time of 32:01.
The team will now concentrate
on the nationals set for later this

month. Severr members of the club
represent SJS in the Lawrence, Kansas, spectacle.
In addition to the NCAA championships, the team will run in
the National Federation Meet in
Wichita, Kansas, before returning home.
In the frosh race, Stanford’s
highly-touted Chuck Menz walked
off with top honors, defeating Cal’s
Bob Walden and SJS’ Ralph Gamez. Menz placed ninth overall
with his 31:37 time. Walden followed in 12th place, with Games
coming home in 16th place.
Coach Tracy Walters WAS again
elated at the performances of the
Spartans’ top five runners. It was
Sullivan’s top performance of the

will

year.

Car Pool Planned
For Spartan, Don
Contest Tomorrow
The SJS soccer club will Put
the finishing touches on their practice session today in preparation
for their title showdown against
University of San Francisco in the
featured WCISC game of the year
tomorrow.
The contest is slated to start at
1 p.m. following a preliminary
game between the SJS and Gator
frosh clubs. The Spartababes are
5-1-1 for the season.
A car pool is being arranged by
two SJS coeds for the important
clash in San Francisco, If you
need a ride, or can provide a car
for transportation, call Julene or
Teri at 286-9934 after 3 p.m. today. The game will be played in
Balboa Stadium.
The Spartans will be searching
for their ninth win of the season
without a loss, while the Dons hope
to pick up their eighth. USF is
also undefeated.
USF will go into the game as
favorites, mainly because they are
defending champions and have limited the opposition to only two
goals this season.
Goalie Mike Ivanov has been the
I
main reason for the opponents inability to generate an offensive.
The Spartans on the other hand,
have scored 59 goals this season.

"Gentlemen’s Agreement"
starring Gregory Peck

movie

and

discussion

Sunday. Nov. 6, 6:40 p.m.
Supper 1500 6 p.m

ROGER
WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
Grace Baptist Church
10th and San Fernando
845

a.m. Church Service
10 a.m. College Seminar

Dave Thornton
Baptist Campus Minister
John M. Akers, Pastor

DOES THE LABEL SAY "CRICKETEER"P
...THEN YOU KNOW IT’S CORRECT!
Every pure bred line of this Natural Shoulder suit is authoritative Correct That’s why Cricketeer is a tradition with traditional men

Hard finished Oxford Weave, tailored with

every
Dark

attention to classic detail. Cambridge Gray, English Olive,

Navy.

$85

Coat, Vest. Trousers.

C4- Ft0 ID I 1\T S
RAMS HE PD

Valley Fair and San Antonio Centers
Ofa.n Until V.J0

I 11,1.1y

t. pen Saki day Until

SAO

p.m.

the Stanford game will be tough. Walton singled out Swam, Greg
Hind and Steve Hoberg as for a
good week of practice and Jack
Likins for his shooting.
The Spartans have also performed well defensively this week
with John Williams and Doug Arthur showing the way.
The Spartan frosh will be look
ing for its second win over Stanford this season. Earlier the Spartababes defeated the Papooses
23-9.
While Walton feels the freshmen are "looking better" they
will be without co-captain Larry
Guy tonight.

Judoists Compete
In Meet Sunday
After losing 100-17, the only way
is up, and the SJS judoists hope to
find some recourse Sunday after
last weeks performance against the
strong alumni.
Jim Gillepsi will lead the Spartans into their first head to head
match with other colleges in the
Palo Alto Invitational in the Wilbur High School Gym.
Gillepsi escaped with the only
win among the judoists who will
represent SJS in the Palo Alto
meet.
Coach Yosh Uchida is optimistic
his judoists will have a good performance at Palo Alto. Not many
teams on the West Coast could defeat the alumni group, which consisted of many former All-Americans.

lity Air4
Slack 7ennie4

Injury-Plagued
Frosh Play SFS
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
A battle -scarred SJS frosh football team travels to San Francisco
State today seeking to take out
their aggressions from last week’s
’raft College game on the Baby
Gators. The game is scheduled to
start at 3 p.m. on the Lowell High
School gridiron.
Four key players will be missing
from coach John Webb’s starting
team. Gary Henry, who has been
the key to the Spartahabes defense
all season will sit out the game-as will Larry Laura, Don Rose and
Rudy Luehs. All of the injuries
came at Taft.
MAJOR LOSS
The loss of Henry in the first
half was a major one to SJS.
"When Henry went out, our defense fell apart," Webb said.
The loss of Rose and Luehs will
hurt the offense of the Spartababes. Rose, an offensive guard.
has been the key blocker in many
end runs for the club this season
and Luehs has been one of the
main receivers for quarterback
Bob Cushman’s aerials.
Mike Schrivner also found the
Taft eleven hard hitters and was
forced to leave the game because
of a rib injury.
Webb reported that Schrivner
had been slowed in practice sessions but should be ready for action. He generally plays both offense and defense but may just
go one way in today’s contest.
With the injury to Schrivner.
Cushman may take to the air more
against the Gators. Steve Brennan
has been his favorite target on the
season.
Neil Powers, the only Sparta--

babe runner that found many holes
in the big Taft defensive line, is
scheduled to start at fullback.
San Francisco State is noted for
Its wide-open style of nffense while
running from pro-type formations.
The loss to Taft left the Spartababes with a season record of 2-2.
They defeated San Quentin and
Fresno State in their first two
games, but dropped a 28-7 contest
to Stanford.

Last chance to sign up to have
your graduation photograph taken
for the spring 1967 issue of
"SPARTA LIFE." Make your op.
pointment today in J-103, Departrnent of Journalism and Advertising. Office hours: 8 a.m. to 12
noon; 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Wesley
Foundation
(Methocfist
Student Center)

441 S. 10th St.
Sunday
6 p.m. Worship

ill till till 11111111 ill fit Ill I lil.

6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)

Intramurals

No eservations necessary

7:30 p.m. Program

BOWLING
Today is the deadline for entries
in bowling. All entries must be
submitted to Intramural Director
Dan Unruh’s office, MG121.
Play will start Tuesday and be
twice weekly. Teams consist of
four men and an alternate.

Dr. Richard Brian
of the tutorial staff
will be speaker.
Other Activities
Throughout the Week

Worship Sunday

St. Paul’s Methodist First Methodist
San Salvador II ICIth Santa Clara 55th
9305 II a.m.
9301 II an,,

Aftl .4,*freeaut

Now! You can just say

Veteasve 21cre

"Charge It"
When buying new books, used
books, paper backs or remainders
at the State Book Shop. Any approved oil company or other credit
card will be gladly accepted.

State Book Shop
297-4797
389 S. First St.
Opus Monday that Friday 9 to 9
Saturday umtll 6 p.m.

T-M Travel Agency
"The Ws, in Traver’

on all Airline
Reservations

SUSY
CREAMCHEESE

Thanksgiving and
Christmas Reservations
Youth Cards & Tickets

qino Aentie
Held Over One Week
1500 ALMADEN ROAD

SENIORS!

FREE SERVICE

By Popular Demand

297-5566

call 293-1033
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LOSERS SOUTH THIS WEEKEND,
THREE GREAT BANDS!

TEDDY & THE PATCHES
THE DRUIDS
THE ELGIN MARBLE
PSYCHF1/11 IC

I

By LEE WILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sport,. Editor
Ti morrow afternoon mr.i.ks a new innovation in SJS football.
The lights in Spartan stadium won’t he burning as the gridders
take to the daylight for the first time in recent years.
Day games have been played fairly recently, however. The stadium
is the scene cf an annual Thanksgiving Day game between two local
high schools, and the Prune Bowl, a junior college post -season game.
ris;.1
rtitrirq the atterr on.
Why the Spartans have not staged day games more often is partly
the blame of our near-by rivals Stanford and Cal. With these schools
genet ally boasting stronger teams, SJS officials generally figure attendance would be cut down.
The season finale. against Fresno State, is also tabbed for the
afternoon. Its definite kickoff time is doubtful for various reasons.
Stanford and Cal tie-up tor their traditional "Big Game" at Berkeley the same afternoon. Worse still, the two West Coast powers,
UCLA and USC, meet to decide the Rose Bowl representative on television also at 1:30 p.m.
There are other. more subtle problems, too.
Night games in Spartan Stadium are pleasant because the trees
seem to surround the field while the night darkness shuts off the
vacant San Jose drabbery.
During the afternoon, the full magnitude of San Jose blasts out.
It is unfortunate, but the area surrrunding the stadium, especially
from the seats higher up, is excessively dull.
The field, trampled by frosh football, soccer and various other
sports, is overused. Each year it seems traditional to strip the old
surface and throw on a new layer of grass. And if rain falls the turf
is SI.WP to be additionally scarred.
Adding some more problems is the scoreboard.
Shining out the statistics brightly at night, spectators will find
reading the board more difficult in the afternoons. Made for night
games, it often is discernable when the afternoon sun hits it.
Football games are meant to be played during the afternoons.
Night-time activities are usually fluent on Saturdays. Sports are traditionally meant to be played under the sun for both
the viewers
and players.
Complaints of over-excessive drinking, done easily in the evening,
might possibly cease, although cheerleaders might find student assistants less vocal.
A final reason, and perhaps the most important, is that the Spartan gridders play better in the afternoon. In four daytime appearances
this season, SJS has garnered both wins and lost narrowly twice.
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Holman Against McDonald

SPARTAN DAILY

Passer Versus Runner in Homecoming
By LEE J1111.11.8RAT
Spartan Daily Sienna Editor
It’s barmy Holman versus Ray
McDonald tomorrow afternoon
when the SJS footballers take on
the University of Idaho at 1:30
in Spartan Stadium.
Holman hopes to make Homecoming a successful effort for the
spectators and himself. In his last
San Jose appearance, he was
stopped cold by San Diego State.
After coming off the bench
against the University of Pacific

JET-EUROPE
$399

last week, Holman passed well
enough to move back up to third
in national passing statistics.
He’ll be facing the nation’s No.
3 rusher in McDonald.
The brusing fullback, 6-5 and
248 pounds, has cracked defenses
for 866 yards, a 4.7 average, and
six touchdowns. Running as the
deep man in Idaho’s "I" formation, McDonald can go inside or
outside.
Running sweeps, traps or just
cracking the line, McDonald also
excels as a pass receiver. He
scored the Vandals only touchdown

in last weekend’s 28-7 loss to Oregon.
The pair won’t be the whole
show.
SLAUGHTER, TOO
If the Spartans think they can
concentrate on McDonald alone.
Idaho coach Steve Musseau can
count on Butch Slaughter. When
Washington State keyed defenses
on McDonald, Slaughter smashed
for 154 yards.
Varying the attack last week,
quarterbacks John Foruria and
Steve Garman took to the airw:lys 33 times. Prime tossing tar-

gets are Bob Murrell, Tim Lavent; and Joe McCollum.
I Basically a rushing team, however, the Vandals use a wide variety of plays.
Last year, when Idaho toppled
the Spartans 17-7, Foruria killed
the defenses with roll -out options.
The Vandals figure to use the play
frequently tomorro w, although
Garman is primarily a thrower.
Running from the "I" formation.
Idaho will mix the attack, using
McDonald where holes develop. In
the event of rain, the Vandals’
hopes will multiply as the ground

Round Trip,
inc. tax

Fly non-stop from San Francisco to Amsterdam via
DC -8 Jet Charter, For San
Jose State students, faculty,
and employees.

Departs June 21
Returns Sept. 7
CONTACT:

Bill Riley 287-6973

After a
ON THE MOVE
disappointing pair of games
against San Diego State and
Texas Western, SJS’ Danny Holman has started on the move to
recapture the nation’s leading
passer position. Holman moved
from 10th to third nationally
with 20 completions in 32 attempts against Pacific last week.

It’s Service
That Counts!

AT SILVA ..
You Can
Count On Us
At Silva Service, you can be sure of the
finest care for your car. We strive to
please you ... with our heads -up service
. prompt, friendly and right for your
car. Count on us . . . for all your automotive needs.
CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

78 S 4th

scSILVA SERVICE

The attack may receive a further boost if halfback Walt Black ledge is okayed for action. From
drills this week. Blackledge appears to have recovered from his
Stanford injuries, hut his extent
of play will depend on conditions.
Danny Anderson, who filled the
half slot in Blackledge’s absence
Until being injured against Cal, will
also suit up. Eager to play, he will
see defensive duty only.
In the only change of the afternoon, starting fullback Jamie
Townsend will move to holster the

,1,11,1,V

GIANT INVENTORY
SMALL PRICES
FOR GOOD, INEXPENSIVE USED CARS
CALL PETE ELLIS AT HOLIDAY FORD

Don’t just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink 1
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.

738-1800

STATE MEAT MARKET

292-7726

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

POT ROAST
RIB STEAK
VEAL SHOULDER CHOP
VEAL RIB CHOP
BEEF LIVER

lb.

54

lb.
lb.
lb.

68

lb. 4/11C

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities. Sororities and Boarding Houses

a

-

SERVING QUALITY FOOD
PAINLESS PRICES

-;(-

9bat

I4Aa

Are you one of the missing Seniors who hasn’t yet signed up to
be photographed for the spring
1967 issue of "SPARTA LIFE?"
Last chance to make your graduation picture appointment in
J-103, Department of Journalism
and Advertising. Office hours: 8
a.m. to 12 noon; I p.m to 5 p.m.

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.

defenses at linebacker. Jerrell Andrews will take Townsend’s place
in the opening offensive lineup.
Defensive line starters are Eldon Milholland, Mike Spitzer. Rich
Watts, Martin Baccaglio and Jack
Brubacker. Backing up the front
men will Ix. Townsend, Dave Alaimo, Eric Watts, Tom Martin, Al
Saunders and Don Peterson.
Attempting to hold strong offensively will be tackles San
Moore and Roy Hall. center Fred
Gereb, and guards Bruce Hicke and
.iohn Taylor.

.................--,

MISSING
PERSONS!

295.8948

What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper’s
WALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn’t allow the
publication of certain salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl’s Dormitory"
you just sat, didn’t you"
You’ve made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp!
You’re a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak -out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy,
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and
what big corporation is
TART
SD
SPRITS.
going to hire you"
A g TINGLING,
$5.../UST COULDN’T
KEEP ITALIIET,

game and their heavier line will
be less effected by a muddy turf.
Holman’s success may depend on
the offensive line.
Another severe test is certain as
the Vandals boast the nation’s 11th
best passing defense. With a rugged front line, boasting two men
already drafted by the Green Bay
Packers and two other certain pro
prospects, the Spartan front wall
Will be busy.
Heading the Idaho charge will
be Packer picks Ray Miller and
Dick Arndt. Other bruisers are expected to be Jerry Ahlin and Ron
Porter.
SAME RECORDS
Despite the impressive offense
and defense. the Vandals stand 2-5
the same record as SJS.
The record might easily be better except for two last minute
losses. The narrow defeats came to
Washington State and Oregon
State by identical 14-7 scores. Other losses have been to Washington.
19-7; Montana State. 24-10; and
Oregon.
Wins came at the expense of
UOP, 28-7, and Idaho State, 27-20.
Comparative scores prove nothing its the Spartans dumped the
Oregon team, 21-7, hut fell to UOP
38-35.
The Spartans, winners of two
consecutive Homecoming games,
will be trying to break a jinx in
winning their third.
Not since the 1954 game, which
marked the third straight Homecoming win, has San Jose won
three in a row. And never previously had they won so many either.
Rain is possible for Saturday
afternoon.
Idaho coach Nusseau believes
such conditions would assist his
team. The Vandals have mud experience this year while the Spartans, who rely on the air game,
are strangers to rain.
PASSING TOUGH
With little running, rain would
passing
and catching more
make
difficult. Idaho’s weighty line, the
biggest SJS has faced all year,
would take a definite advantage.
Rain or shine, however. Holman
figures to fill the air with footballs.
Prime target, as usual, is split
end Steve Cox. With 37 receptions, he is only two away from
the school record set by Art Powell in 1956.
S. T. Sat fold, Bill Peterson and
Bobby Trujillo are other starters
who will be on the receiving end.

’AL

BURGER BARS
A

NA

(Na IDE

Your
neighbor
of Tenth
and Keyes

SY,’" 0

AMERICA’S FAVORITE for the ENTIRE FAMILY
FULL SIZE, U.S. INSPECTED BEEF

Ray
VANDALS’ VANDAL
McDonald, considered by Idaho
coach Steve Musseau as the
best collegiate football player
he has ever seen, will lead the
Idaho Vandals against the Spartans in tomorrow’s Homecoming
game. McDonald has ’’swiped"
866 yards rushing to rank third
in the nation. He has scored
six touchdowns on the ground
and one TD on a pass. McDonald possesses a remarkable
likeness to Jim Brown. He not
only runs and looks like Brown,
but wears the same number, 32.
McDonald, a physical education
major, rewrote most of the
Idaho rushing records last year
as a junior.

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30 8 II son.Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.College "Seminar"
5:45 p.rn.Tri-C Club
198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

Dr. Clarence Ft. Sands, Pastor
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Typewriters

on
%dm- lb-pair

Specializing in
IC

Italian Frtmeh German
Japanese British Swedish
Cam

MARINO’S
Imported Motor Repair
1178 W. Son 1:arlos

Telephony 286.3670
amnia front
Lou’s t illage Restaurant
Ilse your Bankamericaral
************************
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STUDENTS

10%
DISCOUNT

lova [WITT 5110150
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***********************
with A.S.B. card

HAMBURGERS

.1,1

LOTS OF PARKING SPACE! NO TIPPINGl
QUALITY FOOD!
JIFFY SERVICE!

law an m044 .744. 91q6’ 4 PAINLESS PRICES?
Lookingtfpr

Tasty Hamburger
Tangy Cheeseburger
Double Hamburger
Double Cheeseburger
Fish Sandwich
Crispy French Fries
Onion Rings
ShakesTriple Thick
FloatsCoke and Rootbeer
Cold Drinks
Milk

a typewriter?
Check our
Special Student Prices
on Neu and

1..st.(1

ri I err.
111 \lakes
Standard- ZS Portable -

.15
.20
.29
.39
.29
.15
.29
.25
.25
.10-.15
.15

11114)(1(-131 Office Machines
Open 10 a.m.-Midnight

12.1 E. San Fernando
293-5283

293-4588

Friday-Saturday until 2 a.m.

B-SPARTAAT DAILY

Master’s Degrees, Doctorates Increase Foreign Duty
To New High During 1965 Academic Year Scholarships
Now Available

Teachers Needed
All aittuested
arts, math, science, industri .
social studies and counseling
jors are requested to sign up for
positions in the Department of
Education. State of Hawaii school
districts. Elementary and secondary teaching credentials are available. Students may sign up any
time two weeks prior to the interview date of Tuesday. Nov. 13, in
the Placement Center.

* WANTED *
Piano & Banjo Combo
Don Surece between 7.9 p.m.
Gorden City Plefbrau
297.2002

ysttv iiaa antral by the physical sr,- 111111I 1,41.8f colleges anti universities that granted degrees during
master’s ences than any other field.
year.
The survey also showed that the 1964-65
degrees and doctorates we re
awarded tit American college sta. 667,592 degrees were earned by
dents than ever before, according 410,573 men and 257,019 women.
the

June,

ing

ire sum’ year enil-

1965,

more

to a survey conducted by the U.S.

First - professional

Fine Woods Talk

degrees.

Howard

Univeisity

has

an-

nounced its Foreign Affairs Schol-

ars Program offering careers in the ’
Department of Health, Education granted chiefly in medicine, law ’
Burdett Green. lecturer for the foreign service, Department of
and religion and requiring more
and Welfare,
Fine Hardwoods Association of State, Agency for International
Master’s degrees showed a great- than four years study, went up Chicago, will present, "Fine Woods Development and United States
rate of increase than bache- 10 per cent to 46,000.
of the World of Architectural Information Agency to students of
’s degrees with doctorates has, I
Bachelor’s d egrees, totalling !
the greatest percentage in- I 493,000 were up 7 per cent from Woodwork, Interiors, and Furnish- minority groups.
ing," today at 8:30 and 10:30 am.
Scholarship applications may be
i-itse of all,
the previous year. Master’s deobtained from the Director of ForThe education field lead all grees totaled 112,200, up 11 per , in IA114.
s
ling bachelor’s and ..u.nt, and doctorates reached 16, The lecture is open to all stu- eign Affairs Scholars Program,
Washington,
More doctorates 530, a 14 per cent increase.
dents, according to Dr. James N. Howard university,
D.C. Deadline is Dec. 1. Recipients
The number of women winning Casey, associate professor of Inwill be announced by March 1,
bachelor’s degrees was 213,207, up dustrial Arts.
1967.
Green is also president of the In8 per cent. Women won 35,984 masApproximately 40 students will
ter’s degrees and 1.775 doctorates, ternational Wood Collectors Sothe program durincreases of 12 and 16 per cent ciety, a hobby group and has over be selected for
30 years experience in the wood ing the 1966-67 academic year.
respectively.
While preference is given to junThe survey was based on data working field.
iors, seniors may occasionally be
chosen if they have outstanding
qualifications and interest in a
foreign affairs career.

Late Model

TYPEWRITER
REKIALS
Low, Low

SENIORS!

CO.
CY 4-I2!5

Paid internships in the State
Department, AID, and USIA during the summer of 1967 as part TUESDAY
Union Carbide Corporation, CE,
of the Work Study Program will
metallurgical enlie offered to the selected students. EE, IE, ME or
gineers needed in res., rlev., design,
Juniors chosen may receive supplementary educational assistance
All students who receive their Bachelors or Masters
from the program during their
Degree in June or August must sign up now to have
senior year. Twenty-five of the
their portraits taken for the spring 1967 issue of
students will be selected during
their senior year to receive fellow- TODAY
"SPARTA LIFE."
ships ranging up to $4,000 toward
Psi Chi, 8 p.m., 81. Dr. John D.
a year of graduate study in for- Kelly, assistant professor of psyMake your appointment in J -I03, Department of
eign affairs.
chology will speak on "CollectiviJournalism and Advertising. Office hours: 8 a.m. to
Further information regarding zation and Soviet Psychology."
12 noon; I p.m. to 5 p.m.
International Student OrganizaForeign Affairs and other scholarship programs is available in the tion. 3:30 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria, A
Financial Aids Office, ADM242, Persian program will be held with
William F o x, scholarship chair- dancing, guitar playing, a band,
man, said he considers the How- slides, and a talk on Persia and
ard University-sponsored program ref reshments.
Indian Students, 5:15 p.m., 129
"very worthwhile and of interest
to a great many students on this S. 10th St., San Jose. Meeting to
discuss the Diwali celebration, and
campus."
formation of Indian Students Asso02 to $4 per NEED
UPPER CLASSMEN: I
LIDAY CASH? Earn Xmas
ciation.
"
,- -re. $1.50 I
r our guaran., rne..ey working evenings. Telephone
S.11 Life meg/lone by telephone sales. Commissions only, but potential
SUNDAY
cur air-conditioned downtown of- earnings above average. Experience not
Lambda Rho Kappa, Russian
, 0. 4 blocks from campus. Flexible necessary. State-wide political publicaHonorary Soc iet y, 7:30 p.m..
hours and daily incentives. Call 298. tion, operinos in Palo Alto & San Jose.
54:13
297 9475 until 9 p.m. John Tate.
ED433. George Beningson, lecturer
from U.C. Santa Cruz, will give a
DRIVERS, Taft drink, ice cream vend.no
HOUSING IS)
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) - Some talk on the Russian icon and slides
Weekends, holidays, end some
aftern,on work. Call 297.4226. KENNEDY HALL Three contracts for men in the St. Louis area have will be shown.
’
re Mr. Green.
San Jose Cycling Association, 9
,ale. Immediate occupancy. Call 287- used drugs to increase their blood
pressure before reporting for their a.m., Lucky’s Parking Lot. Ride to
HASHER WANTED r r oirls boarding 0668. After 12:30 p.m.
$SC FURNISHED bedroom, kitchen & Selective Service physical examina- Vasona Lake -bring a lunch.
bath. Near SJS. Heat. All utilities paid. tions, the clerk of 10 St. Louis
- Girl. non-smoker. 292-1327.
local draft boards says.
THREE ROOM COTTAGE for two girls.
Forn1shed, utilities and garbage paid.
Sr
$76 per month. Call Mr. Henry after I
St.
347
Keyes
797.5003.
r, m
UNAPPROVED APT. for girls. One bed
YOUR
TEHRAN, Iran (API - A 75room. Specious. One block from campus.
CAMPUS
year-old Iranian farmer had trouble
$100. 415 S. 5th St. 292-3095,
I1EAQUA
HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 bedrooms. Near
R TEAS explaining to census officials which
$22,000, Call 269-8034. 475 S.
of his 64 children belong to which
FOR
15th St.
of his 36 wives, the newspaper EtFOR RENT: Studio. $72 and 1 bedroom
teiatt reported yesterday.
apt., $90. 741 S. 6th St., #7. 295-8531
Ettelatt said officials discovered
Ron or Ed.
the family living in a 5,300-squareSTATE HOUSE. 508 S. 11th, #1. Two
foot house near Ahwaz.
bedroom, two bath. Three or four
The farmer told them he hoped
People.
to bring his total of wives up to
MODERN, NICELY furnished 1 bedroom
50 so he could remember the total
apt. Twin beds. Water & garbato in
Men’s Wear
offhand.
-hided. 463 S. 7th St. Inquire: 499 S.
According to Moslem law, an
Corner of 1st & San Carlos
’0, Sr. 295 5362 or 269.0495.
Iranian can marry four permanent
TWO BEDROOM apartment. Redeco&
Fri.
Thurs.
Open:
Mon.,
wives and as many contract wives
rated, pots and children allowed. $73
nights until 9 p.m.
as he wishes.
Per month. 293.5995.
GIRL wanted to share split-level
First National Charge
e:
month
per
with thme others. $40
Bankamericard
8009 atInr. 5

Spartaguide

FREE -- Giant 30 foot full-color
ORLD MAP with each
typcwritcr rental

ROBERTS

Allis-Chalmers, ME. EE, 1E, IT
and bus. adm. majors wanted for
application engr., des i gn engr.,
II & D, manufacturing, tech, sales
service engr. and data processing.
WentIntrhouse Electric Corporation. Majors in ME: and EE needed
in engr., manufacturing and tech.
marketing.
General Atomic. ME, CE, nuclear engr., electronic and EE. (’he,
chem., metallurgists, exp. physicists, math and physics majors
may apply for res., des’. and design of nuclear power reactors positions.
Sylvania Electronic SystemsWest. EE and ME majors wanted
for positions in res. and der, for
government contracts on electronic systems.
U.S. Naval Ordinance Test Station. Aero engr., EE. ME, ChE,
electronic engr., and math physics
needed for res., design, dev. testing of weapons systems.
Ames Company. Gen’l Sci. mrkg.
and bus, majors wanted for pharmaceutical sales.
Comptroller of the Currency.
Business and economics majors
wanted for national bank examiners positions.

LAST CHANCE TO SIGN UP!

Student Rates

57 S. 4fh

Job Interviews
MONDAY

Drive-in Parking

manuf act uring and sales.
Touche, RONA, Bailey & Smart.
Majors in acctg. or MS or MBA
with acctg, bkgd. may apply for
auditing, tax, mgmt. services.
Guy F. Atkinson Co. CE, ME,
and bus. adm. wanted for CE, ME,
and bus. trainees.
Wagner Electric Corporation.
FE, ME and IF wanted as sales
engineers. ME’s and EF:’s.
The Emporium. Bus, adm, and
liberal arts majors may apply for
the executive training program.
Internal Revenue Service. Acctg.,
bus, aclm, and lib. arts majors
needed as internal revenue agents,
revenue officers, tax technicians,
special agents and estimate tax
examiners.
WEDNESDAY
Equitable Life Intsurance Company of Iowa. Any majors may apply for trainees in sales and sales
mgmt.
The Boeing Company, CE, EE,
IF, ME, IT. Mat’s Sci., Aero,
math and physics wanted for assoc.
engr. and others.
Diamond Alkali Company. Majors in ChE, chemistry, sales-mtg.,
and acct. needed for tech. trng.
pt-gm., R & D, prod., mktg-sales
and acctg.
Standard Oil Company of California and Chevron Research Cornpuny. ChE, CE, FE, ME, Chem.
and Acctg. majors needed as res.
and dev. accts. refinery engr., oil
Cid. engr. and chemists.
The Trane Company. All engr.
majors may apply for positions as
sales engr. of air conditioning,
heating, ventilation, refrig. and
heat transfer equipment.
Sears, Roebuck and Company.
All majors are wanted for positions
as eYec. development program-merchardising, acctg. and data processing.

Sparta n Daily Classifieds
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’64 HONDA 150. .
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LOST AND FOUND 16)

.

LOST: Yellow gold Hampden watch, in
vicinity of Library. Reward. 287-6189,
Mary.

run 1,ke new. Must sell. $385 Or
(7-1’ 31, 1376 or 736-0463.
’56 CHEVY. V-8. R/H, automatic.. rov:
5400 nr
offer
-’61
7),

’57 CHEVROLET,
v
.3
.

’.
.
66 HONDA
7+

KOLFLACH.
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KNISSEI-RED STARS, 210 cm

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Call ?46.06l aliet
THREE-SPEED
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CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines

One time

one time

3 lines

1.50

4 lines

2.00

5 lines

2.50

6 lines
Add this

3.00

each addi
tonal line

.80

amount for

Three times Flys times
i

I

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

LOST GLASSES, brown leather case
srnokey grey Ironies. Left in Librar,
Or,. 14. Reward. Call 287-1,43

SERVICES 181

3.00

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or ova,
-ales on auto insurance. Liability net $67
Jnnu,J’Iv. Dave Towle. 244.9600.

3.50
4.00

.50

.50

ANGIE’S

A ’

Na refunds possible on canceled ids.

SECRETARIAL SERVICE
711: ’
1,,1 St.
’,an I
286 6135
School Pap’, .
Ret0,

TUTOPING; 1.3

.
’bro.
es. Phys. s
11 295,8041.
OUAI.ITY TYPING o
my blame.
,.
7953.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. tnrrn.Repe.r-s.
, .
I.’ 2E8 4335,
TYPING. 1 ,
Work gueran
.. I, 9 in,, re_la p.m.
my home. Etrpeeen,ed
TYPING
it
,
(l., _Phone 794
EXPERT TYPING of your e
pi.
etc. IBM I
V.
,..naranteed. Jo Ann Vine,

Address
Meese Print)

City

_... Mess

For

dm.

TRANSPORTATION 191
Start ad on
(Dora
Indwell Is $

The year of the
YAMAHA

RIDE NEEDED: Tires and Thurs., to and
From Monterey, Del Rny Oaks district.
Will pay. Please call Mrs. Bowman, 394P796, after 8:10 p.m. en oceirinys or
anytime on wookonds.

First Lady Wrong

BONN, Germany 1API Emmy
Goering, once the First Lady of
Adolf Hitler’s reich, says she
thought concentration camps were
educational institutions.
The widow of Hitler’s air force
chief. now 77, has writ ten her
memoirs for "Quick," a popular
West German weekly.

YES

All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly any-

where from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOW-PAY LATER
Air fares, round trip, to

New York
$217.65
Philadelphia
217.65
Washington, D.C.._ 233.00
249.50
Boston
200.00
Honolulu
"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"
We have block space
via TWA and A.A.L.
jets departing Dec. 17,
9 a.m. to the East.
RETURN ANY DAY

SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED
Notice: Student sfand-by is not
In force from Dec. 15-24 and
Jas. 2.4.

Don Davis
San Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St, San Jose

297-8000

After the game celebrate

THIEF, whoever you are. if my tape reia returned, no charges. If not,
yelirs tor f.lony. 286-8695.

2.50

3.75

-

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wadding
n as. Original jewelry in cast gold and
.’,0r. Ger.rge Lattimore. 354-1273.

2.75
3.25

We ra:idate parking tickets

PERSONALS 171

2.25

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 fetters and Spacers
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

Name
PICKETT SLIDE RULE. r
ise .
101, leather rase. $18. C
2’rr
9668 after 6 p.m.
PICKETT SLIDE- RULE ( yelkw
leather ’MP. RP 11 cinmi for $R
14 lonneau. $15 each. 969-0145.
,

5/

WAIT UNTIE- WE UWE TO
TH’ /We/Cif REVOLUTION f

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Solt SALE !(31
BOOTS,

19

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San lose State
College, San lose.
Calif. 95114.

’61 VW

SKI

,

PONTIAC TEMPEST. No; r
br.st off,
.1ch. $540

’55 FORD. Needs work. $50. See al IV
’n Campbell or call 248 9036
’61 VW. Good engine and sliarp appear
3895 or best offer. 259.2145,
62 VW. Good condition. $500 egoij, g
8 payments of $46.71 per
2." 9,39 Santa Clara.
’50 DESOTO
!..b

Cc"-

ART MARTINEZ

when’s.
4817.

C

IT.,’

Iranian Farmer Has
36 Wives, 64 Kids

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

a’’’ k
’63 PLYMOUTH

’58 FORD

Service Dodgers
Aided by Drugs

The Twin Jet 100 Is the
swingin’ thing for Spring.
Double everything.. .2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes.. for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you’ll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

with a steak from Archie’s
Special New York
Top Sirloin Special
Club Steak
Rib Steak

1.17[PINAI,ONAL CORPORATJON
,(411)
Discover the swinging World
SO Yamaha, it
BOB CHAVFS

MOTORCYCLES
676 Auzerais Phone: 293-1260

2.25
2.50
2.15

Served with soup or salad,
potatoes, bread and butter

409
YAMAHA

2.10

tirchie:6 cteak ilowe
545 S. 2nd

Free Parking

